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Bird of paradise plant toxicity

Alternative names Coral swelling, the tongue of the birdBird of Paradise is a tropical plant with a flower on top of the stem that resembles an in-flight bird. These plants can grow up to four or five feet tall. If digested by a dog, the flower part of the plant can cause rapid effects within 2o minutes of digestion. Talk to an expert now: (855) 764-766159 incident rate applies If the plant or pet came first, it's likely
that southern California gardens have one or more offenders listed below. In fact, these toxic plants are so common that homeowners do not realize that some can actually cause death in cats and dogs. If you are aware that your dog or cat has ingested one of these plants, please call your vet immediately. And, the symptoms we list are only those that are likely, others are certainly possible.1. AloeThough
is fantastic for cuts and burns, aloe is toxic to both cats and dogs. Aloe saponins (a chemical known for cleaning properties) cause vomiting, depression, diarrhea, anorexia, tremors, change in urine color if eaten. If a pet rubs against a broken aloe leaf, its skin could also become extremely irritated.2. AzaleaAzaleas is a species of rhododendendron that is toxic to pets. Azaleas are commonly used as frontier
plants, especially in Japanese gardens, but if you have pets this is a plant to get rid of immediately. Ingesting only a few leaves can send a dog to digestive distress, paralysis, loss of appetite and drooling. In some cases, this can lead to coma or death.3. BegoniaAll of the more than 1000 begonia species are toxic to pets. After eating it, your pet's mouth will probably experience burns and vomiting can
occur. The juices and sap of the plant contain microscopic poisonous crystals in the form of a needle. The plant is considered slightly toxic, but the roots are especially poisonous. It is advisable to call the vet anyway.4. Bird of paradiseThe type of bird of paradise (pictured above) is extremely common around San Diego and toxic to dogs, cats and horses. Flower seeds contain toxic tannins and the leaves
may contain hydrochlinic acid. Signs of poisoning will include worked breathing, eye secretion and digestive discomfort. The plant is considered relatively mild in toxicity, but you still call your vet immediately if you suspect your pet has ingested it. Poinciana gilliesii is another type of flowering plant that is often referred to as a bird of paradise, however, it is even more toxic than strelitzia reginae.5.
ChrysanthemumAs quite as they are and even though it is safe for humans to eat them, the UC Davis School of Medicine says chrysantems are responsible for a number of their calls for plant poisoning. Symptoms if ingested include vomiting, diarrhea, hyper salivation, loss of coordination, and dermatitis depending on the size of the animal. They are rarely fatal, fortunately.6. CyclamenHere is another to
leave immediately. Most toxicity is at the roots, but fatalities after pets have eaten cyclamen. Look for intense vomiting and discomfort. Cyclamen are extremely popular as a low-growth border plant and in containers in the gardens of Southern California.7. FoxglovePull this beautiful plant immediately, as risks include cardiac arrest and death in cats, dogs and horses, although slighter symptoms have been
reported. It is also poisonous for young children. Offensive chemistry is digitalis that ironically can be a heart medicine if given in the right amounts, otherwise it is deadly.8. HostasHostas are extremely popular in shaded gardens for their ornate leaves, but dogs and cats are likely to experience depression, diarrhea and vomiting if they decide to smash themselves anywhere in the plant. Like aloe, hostas
(and most of the family Liliaceae) have a chemical called saponin.9. IvyAnother shade garden favorite, ivy usually crawls down a wall or cover the floor. It doesn't seem to be kind of a plant that a cat or dog would stop eating, but the foliage is more toxic than berries. Expect vomiting, abdominal pain, drooling and diarrhea. Our neighbor has it as a dirt deck and the dogs love to smell around to see what lies
beneath it.10. KalanchoeThese cute succulent is sold everywhere these days as a house floor and shade plant. The flowers come in a variety of cheerful colors, but this same feature makes them especially attractive to cats. In addition, the small wilt flowers and fall off the plant creating an additional risk for cats and dogs. It is not considered highly toxic even if you call your vet if you suspect your pet has
eaten anyone.11. LiliesLilies can cause kidney failure in the cat, even when small portions are digested. Cat lovers should stay away from these beautiful flowers. The fragrance can be irresistible to curious kittens. Cats groom themselves through licking so if your feline happens to get this annoying lily pollen in their fur, a medical emergency can result. Be careful when bringing carved lilies to the home for
this reason too. Some lilies are toxic to dogs such as silent lilies and peace lilies. Your best bet is to stay away from all of them.12. OleanderThis trees have recognizable flowers seen throughout San Diego, although many are dying from the disease. If you have pets, don't leave yourself out trying to save your oleander tree as toxicity is high for dogs and cats. Although not a tasty pleasure, even small
amounts have known how to kill pets.13. Golden PothosGolden pothos is most commonly a hanging house floor, but it's worth mentioning because homeowners often hang them on the patio shoulder. This means that the leaves on the ground, where pets can step on or eat them. Insoluble calcium oxalytes cause burning inside the mouth, drooling, vomiting and swelling.14. Sago PalmThough is not
technically a palm, the sago palm is particularly toxic to pets, especially since this plant tastes good. They are now commonly sold as ornamental plants for both indoors and outdoors, usually without warning, so pet pet poisonings pet for sago palms are on the rise. The seeds contain the most toxin and unfortunately look like dog treats after they fall from the plant.15. YewThere is a reason why the English
yew grows in British cemeteries and has come to symbolize death. It's so toxic that your pet is probably dead before you have time to call the vet. Horses grazing on pastures near knitting trees often die within minutes of ingesting fallen needles. In Southern California, owners use it for privacy screening because it is easily fit and very dying. This is by no means an exhaustive list. For more details visit the
ASPCA. Tips for discouraging pets from eating plantsThe most basic thing is to remove toxic plants from the yard altogether. However, if this is not a practical solution, Cornell University's animal science department suggests adding more fiber to your pet's diet in order to curb munchies. Check with your vet first, but this is usually done by adding Bran Flakes or vegetable fiber to your pet's food. Your turn...
Do you like your dog or cat snacking on the backyard floors? How is this controlled? (See also: Herbs for dogs and dirt covers and learn about artificial turf as a pet-friendly option.) Photo credits: cat, stock.xchng/johnnyberg; aloe, stock.xchng/maiapi; azalea, stock.xchng/pcaputo; begonia, stock.xchng/berenica; bird of paradise, stock.xchng/bducharme; crisantem, stock.xchng/linder6580; ciclamen,
Flickr/Muffet; fox, Flickr/steve p2008; golden pothos, Flickr/juliejordanscott; hostas, stock.xchng/ab5506; ivy, stock.xchng/tpmatt; kalanchoe, Flickr/katerha; lilies, stock.xchng/jnystrom; oleander, stock.xchng/babykrul; sago palm, Flickr/The Echinist; Yew, Flickr/ do man need pet health advice? Ask a veterinarianAsk a VetEclipseLabrador Retriever/ rotweiler2 monthsFair severity1 found usefulFair severityMy
dog was chewing on the stems of the bird of paradise flowers and I searched to see if it was poisonous. He is acting normal, but has a slight diarrhea. Should I take you to the vet?9 October 2017 Application owner1 RecommendationsBird of paradise poisoning usually causes gastrointestinal symptoms and in some cases can also cause increased heart rate and neurological symptoms such as tremors and
coordination problems; I have no first-hand experience with bird poisoning from paradise, I would recommend you visit your vet or call the pet poison care phone. Greetings Dr. Callum Turner DVM www.petpoisonhelpline.com/poison/bird-of-paradise/Oct. 9, 2017 Was this experience helpful? and Jupiters/Photos.com/Getty Images Birds of Paradise are toxic to cats, but they are not feathered friends kitty
captures and If you also share your home with a dog, keep Fido off the floor as well. Several varieties of plants go by the bird name of paradise - none is safe. Not to be confused with the plant, birds of paradise are native avian loves of New Guinea. There is always a remote chance that if your cat rounds and a bird of paradise escapes from a zoo, the latter will be eaten by the former. But they are not toxic
to the cat. Since more than one plant goes by the nickname bird of paradise, it is always important to know the scientific name of any plant in your home or garden. You don't want to inadvertently leave a plant indoors that can hurt your pets, or plant or leave one in your yard if your cats can access it. Strelitzia reginae, the bird of paradise, is a plant native to South Africa. It's called a bird of paradise
because of the likeness of the orange flower with a cute bird in flight. Other names include bird tongue flower and crane flower. It's a tropical plant, so you'll find it outdoors only in warm climates all year round. A version with a smaller flower is the Junce bird of paradise, Strelitzia reginae juncea variant, while Mandela's gold version is a yellow hue. You can also find the largest and most tree-lined white bird
in paradise, Strelitzia alba. There is also a giant bird of paradise, the Strelitzia nicholai. It is a tree that can grow up to 30 feet tall. Also known as Caesalpinia gilliesii, Poinciana gilliesii goes by other nicknames, such as Poinciana, peacock flower, Barbados pride or Barbados Pride. It's not really a bird of paradise, but it's often said by that name. No matter what is said, it is poisonous to cats. If your pet
ingests the seeds or fruits of the Strelitzia reginae or any of the Strelitzia species, it could vomit or lose its appetite. It could also become lethargic. Although not as toxic as some other plants that carry the bird named after paradise, it is not safe to have around its kittens. If your cat inserts Poinciana gilliesii, it will show signs of irritation and severe mouth cream, along with excessive salivation. Other
symptoms include vomiting, diarrhea and loss of coordination. According to the ASPCA, rabbits have succumbed after consuming this plant. If you suspect your cat has eaten some part of a bird from a paradise, take it to the vet at once. You should have the number of a regional or national pet poison control hotline on hand. Call the number for additional information or if for some reason you can't take your
cat to the vet immediately. The ASPCA's poison control hotline number is 888-426-4435. Extra charges apply. Apply.
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